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Real-Time Voice-Call Language Translation 
 
Abstract: 
This publication describes techniques for real-time voice-call language translation 
performed on a computing device.  A Translation Manager of the device may enable real-time 
language translation of a voice input during a voice call by directing a processor(s) to perform 
local speech-recognition of the voice input using a machine-learned (ML) model to improve an 
accuracy of the translation and convert the voice input into text that may be exchanged with another 
user by real-time text (RTT) over an internet protocol (IP).  The processor(s) may translate the text 
of the voice input using a cloud or a local module to reduce a cost associated with and increase a 
speed of the translation.  Using a text-to-speech (TTS) technique, the user may be provided with 
the translation of the voice input in a text format and/or an audio format.   
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Background:  
 With thousands of languages spoken all over the world, a user may need to communicate 
with another user who speaks a different language.  For example, the user may only speak English 
but need to communicate with the other user who only speaks French.  If the user does not speak 
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or understand French, it can limit the user from communicating effectively, especially over a voice 
call.   
 A traditional real-time voice-call translation can be performed on a computing device to 
quickly translate a voice input from a first language to a second language.  For example, the real-
time voice-call translation may translate the voice input from English to French by sending the 
voice input to a remote computer (e.g., a set of computer system resources available over an 
internet for data storage or computing power) for speech recognition and translation.  The 
translation may then be sent to the computing device of the other user and converted back into 
speech using a text-to-speech (TTS) technique.   
 In this example, the user may need to manually configure their computing device to 
translate from English to French.  Furthermore, standardized translations (e.g., assuming voice 
input from an average speaker) may be performed that may not account for accents or unique 
characteristics of the voice input.  Using the remote computer may require a latency and a stability 
of a connection to perform the traditional real-time voice-call translation.  As a result, there are 
barriers preventing the user from quickly and efficiently translating the voice input in real time 
during a call.  
 
Description: 
This publication describes techniques for real-time voice-call language translation on a 
computing device.  While the example computing device described in this publication is a mobile 
phone, other types of computing devices may also support the techniques described in this 
publication. 
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 A computing device may include one or more processors, transceivers for transmitting data 
to and receiving data from a base station (e.g., wireless access point, another computing device), 
sensors (e.g., a location sensor, global positioning satellite (GPS) receiver), a computer-readable 
medium (CRM), and/or an input/output device (e.g., a speaker, a microphone, a display).  The 
CRM may include any suitable memory or storage device like random-access memory (RAM), 
static RAM (SRAM), dynamic RAM (DRAM), non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), read-only 
memory (ROM), or flash memory.  The CRM includes device data (e.g., user data, multimedia 
data, applications, and/or an operating system of the device), which are executable by the 
processor(s) to enable the techniques described herein.   
 The device data may include a Translation Manager.  The computing device performs 
operations under direction of the Translation Manager to determine if a computing device(s) on a 
call supports a local speech recognition and, if supported, translates the voice input from the first 
language to the second language as illustrated in Figure 1.  Techniques described herein may be 
unidirectional (e.g., providing the translation for one user) or bi-directional (e.g., providing the 
translation for two users).  For example, a first user equipment (UE1) (e.g., associated with a user 
of the first language) calls UE2 (e.g., associated with a user of the second language).  UE1 may 
request information regarding compatibility of translation techniques with UE2.  For example, 
UE1 may inquire if UE2 supports the local speech recognition.    
 The local speech recognition is a technique for determining the language of a user on a 
computing device without manual input from the user.  For example, the user may predominantly 
speak English and therefore set a language of their mobile phone to English to read, manage, and 
input information on the device.  The Translation Manager may detect this setting and direct the 
processor(s) to perform speech translation of the voice input.   
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Figure 1 
 The user may, for example, have an accent associated with their voice that changes a way 
in which they speak a language.  A traditional real-time voice-call translation technique may 
incorrectly translate specific words or sounds by assuming a standardized pronunciation of that 
language.  To account for accents, the local speech recognition may include a machine-
learned (ML) model on the CRM to learn how the user pronounces a language.  The ML model 
may be a standard neural-network-based model with corresponding layers required for processing 
input features like fixed-side vectors, text embeddings, or variable length sequences.  The ML 
model may be implemented as one or more of a support vector machine (SVM), a recurrent neural 
network (RNN), a convolutional neural network (CNN), a dense neural network (DNN), one or 
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more heuristics, other machine-learning techniques, a combination thereof, and so forth.  The ML 
model may be trained to use the voice input from the user to correctly convert to text.   
 As illustrated in Figure 1, if UE2 supports local speech recognition, then the ML model 
may perform a voice-to-speech technique locally on the computing device of the user.  However, 
if UE2 does not support the local speech recognition, then UE1 may ascertain a language of UE2.  
For example, UE1 may attempt to determine a default language set by a user of UE2 to prevent 
the user from manually inputting the language for translation.  If the language of UE2 can be 
determined without manual input, then the Translation Manager may perform the voice-to-speech 
technique but may not include the ML model if UE2 does not support the local speech recognition.  
If the language of UE2 cannot be determined by the Translation Manager, then the users may 
revert to the traditional real-time voice-call translation. 
 If the voice input of the user can be converted to text by either the local speech recognition 
or using the default language of the user, the Translation Manager may exchange the text using a 
real-time text (RTT) over an internet protocol (IP).  The IP may contain sets of rules (e.g., protocols 
regarding syntax, semantics, or synchronization) governing information transmitted between two 
or more entities over the internet.  The RTT may be performed over the IP as specified by a 3rd 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for telecommunication systems and a Request for 
Comments (RFC).  RTT is widely supported by mobile networks and devices and may include 
instant transmission of the text as it is created or typed.  For example, the user may not need to 
press a “send” button to transmit the text to the other user. 
 The Translation Manager may detect and direct the processor(s) to exchange the text using 
RTT over IP.  For example, the user of UE1 may provide the voice input, “Let’s discuss the new 
project,” to the microphone of the computing device.  The user of UE2 may speak French and 
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require a translation of the phrase from English to French.  If both UE1 and UE2 support the local 
speech recognition, the phrase is locally converted from the voice input to text using the ML model 
on UE1.  Then UE1 exchanges the text to UE2 by RTT over IP.  UE2 may receive, for example, 
each letter or each word of the voice input in real-time during the voice call.  UE2 may send the 
text to the cloud or local module for translation to reduce cost associated with and increase speed 
of the translation.   
 The Translation Manager may determine if speech is required by the user.  If speech is 
required, a text-to-speech (TTS) technique may be performed on the text translated from the voice 
input.  The TTS may utilize software or applications installed on the device.  The operation of the 
TTS technique may, for example, normalize a text input by converting a raw text (e.g., which 
includes abbreviations, numbers, symbols) to written words.  The written words may be assigned 
phonetic transcriptions using, for example, the phonetic alphabet.  The text may be additionally 
categorized by prosody (e.g., rhythm, stress, intonation, tone).  A symbolic linguistic 
representation of the text may be converted to synthetic speech waveforms and played as an audio 
file, for example, on the operating system or an application of a computing device.  For example, 
the other user may listen to a translation of the voice input, “Let’s discuss the new project,” from 
English to French.  If speech is not required, then the Translation Manager may direct the 
processor(s) to display the RTT of the translation on the display of the device.   
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